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Message From The Editor
The world has permanently changed since the last issue.
The events of September 11,2001 will affect us all in the years
to come. In the past I would be asked by customs, "why so
much gear for one person." I would reply, "I am a caver."
They would wave me through without searching by bags. I
don't think that will happen anymore, and we will have to try
to explain that piece of caving gear is not a weapon to airport
security. My condolences to any of you that had friends or
relatives that was a victim of terrorist attacks.
The printing has returned to Fullerton College, and if time
permits the next issue should be in color. This issue has the
adventures of Chris Groves in yet another cave related
accident. 1 am not sure 1 want to going caving with him.
Chris, 1 am only joking.
1 wish you all a happy holidays and a great new year
underground in 2002.

Paul Nelson

CRF's website is :

www.cave-research.org
Contact your operations manager for the user id and
password for the members only section
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Address Corrections
If you have changed phone numbers (ie area code split),
e-mail address, or have moved since 1999, please send your
information to:
Phil DiBlasi
PO Box 126
Louisville, KY 40201-0126

This will help us send out a new and accurate address list!

About the Covers
Front:

Malachite deposit in Prize in the Narrows,
Lilburn Cave
By Mick Fingleton

Back:

Left, Bat Bones in Lilburn Cave.
Right, John Brooks surveying in a Texas cave
Taken with a digital camera.
By Pete Lindsley
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President's Message
Partnerships and Affiliations
by Pat Kambesis
Partnerships and Affiliations have always been an
important part of CRF's history. Through them, the
Foundation has been able to accomplish a great deal in terms
of cave exploration and research and in helping to conserve
and protect caves.
One of our longest-term partnerships has been with the
National Park Service. Through a National Memorandum of
Understanding and with various regional agreements, CRF
has been able to work in: Carlsbad Caverns National Park,
NM; Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks, CA; Lava
Beds National Monument, CA; Buffalo River Scenic
Riverway, MO & AR; and Mammoth Cave National Park,

KY.
CRF's Ozark Operation works with various state agencies
in Missouri to conduct cave surveys, biologic inventories and
other cave-related research in the state of Missouri.
Summaries of CRF's work through our National and
regional agreements can be found in our Quarterly Newsletter,
in our Annual Reports, and on our website (www.caveresearch .org).
In 1999, CRF entered into an official partnership with the
Central Kentucky Kars~ Coalition (CKKC). Though we've
worked together informally for many years, it was felt that
having a more structured and documented partnership would
be of benefit to both organizations for the continued work in
Roppel Cave. Jim Borden summarizes the history of the
relationship between CRF and CKKC in another article in this
issue .
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The China Cave Project is another example of a
paI1nership - this one between Cave Research Foundation and
Guizhou Normal University (GNU), Guiyang China. Through
this partnership, CRF members have been able to participate in
research expeditions to the south central China karst. There is
also an exchange program between CRF and GNU. The way it
works is that GNU picks up in-country expenses for CRF
members working in association with the University. In
return, CRF pays the expenses of bringing over to the US, 3-5
Chinese researchers . This is usually done in the summer in
conjunction with the NSS Convention.
Another informal partnership that has been ongoing for
the past several years is between the Hoffman Environmental
Research Institute (HERI) and CRF. CRF has been a cosponsor in some of HERI's scientific meetings. We have also
helped support HERI's research exchange program with the
Karst Research Institute in Bejing.
One of our most recent affiliations has been with the Karst
Waters Institute (www.kwi.org).This partnership is more of a
statement in common goals. We also agree to announced
within our respective organizations any publications or
meetins sponsored by either group .
CRF's partnerships with various federal and state
agencies, and with other organizations and research institutes
have made it possible for CRF to undertake and accomplish a
lot in terms of the study, conservation and protection of karst
areas and caves both in the U.S. and internationally.
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Carstens Publishes Review of Mammoth Cave Archeology
by Chris Groves
The Spring, 200 I issue of the Journal of the Kentucky
Academy of Science contains a fine new article written by
Ken Carstens that will be of great interest and usefulness to all
"Mammoth
Cave-ophiles":
A
Historiography
of
Archeological Research in the Mammoth Cave Area of
Kentucky : 1824-2000. This is a remarkable treasure trove of
information about the Native Americans that has been
revealed by work in and around the cave is, to me, one of its
most fascinating aspects . This paper provides a useful and
interesting summary of this work, as well as an extensive
reference list.
Carstens' description begins in 1824 with the publication
of a report by the well-known naturalist Constantine
Rafinesque, who had speculated on the origin of hundreds of
Native American sites within Kentucky and the Ohio River
Valleys. This included listing of "shell mounds along the
Green River and mummies in caves" within south central
Kentucky. This report represented one of the earliest records
of the Speculative Period (pre-1915) of archeological work,
which was for the most part characterized by the discovery
and collection of artifacts from the major caves (including
both Mammoth and Salt's Cave). Few written records were
produced during the period, and much of the energy was
apparently motivated by personal gain, as the looting and
selling of artifacts had developed into a major industry in
Kentucky by the 1870's. Mummies were an especially
sought-after comIllodity. A positive aspect was that several
extensive collections made their way into the American
Museum of Natural History during the period .
The Classificatory Period (1916-1960) was characterized
by a much more systematic approach to archeology in the
area. Significant contributions were made by Nels Nelson (no
relation to the Mammoth Cave guide John Nelson, well
known for the extensive collections of artifacts that he made),
who noted similarities between stone artifacts from the area
and French Neolithic artifacts. From his studies, Nelson was
able to draw conclusions about the economic importance of
Mammoth Cave to the Native An1ericans, and Carsten 's study
of Nelson's origi nal notes in the American Museum of Natural
History make it clear that Nelson was aware of the importance
of spatial and temporal context of the artifacts that he
excavated. The collections of John Nelson also made their
way to the University of Kentucky during the period, where
they were studied by Henry Carey and, later, Douglas
Schwartz. Although they were both able to slowly advance
understanding of the prehistoric culture of the region through
their analyses, the lack of provenance data limited the
collection's usefulness . Carstens points out that these
collections and studies did, however, set the stage for the
Explanatory/Interdisciplinary Period (1960-present).

MA. and Ph.D. degrees with Watson), as well as colleagues
from a variety of disciplines who have contributed a fine level
of synergy to their efforts . This work, along with that of
others, has begun to answer many questions about the specific
activities' and timing of cultural evolution of the area's
prehistoric inhabitants, including responses to environmental
changes. Watson and her colleagues, by undertaking the first
systematic deep-cave archeological research undertaken in the
Eastern US, have been able to determine that the cave was
both exploited for mineral mining as well as for exploration
for its own sake. Of particular importance has been the
interpretation of clues that have led to an understanding of
processes associated with the domestication of plants in the
Southeastern US . This has been one of those rare but
wonderful cave-related scientific efforts that have far
transcended "caveness" in the importance of the scientific
questions addressed. During the 1990's the group's efforts
have taken advantage of ever more sophisticated technologies.
Examining, for example, the famous paleofecal remains · for
parasites, microbes, and hormones by which the sex of the
cave explorers could be determined.
There have been other investigators and projects
increasingly throughout the 1990's. These have included
inventory of in-cave, rockshelter, and surface sites and work
associated with Floyd Collins and his tragic death. Among the
most significant of the recent, ongoing projects is the Main
Cave cultural resource inventory, in conjunction with the
Earthwatch program, most recently under the direction of
George Crothers and Bob Ward. Steady progress continues
through inventory work in which lhf': National Park Service
has sponsored efforts of Christine Husley, Paul Gardner, and
most recently Western Kentucky University's Darlene
Applegate. What characterizes all of this work, and the
Explanatory/Interdisciplinary Period in general, are the
analytical methods by which clues have been gleaned from the
physical artifacts, their properties, and their spatial and
temporal contexts about what these people were like and how
they lived their lives. With the evolution of new methods,
what will we learn, as time goes on, about these folks that we
can't even guess about now?
It is satisfying (especially in the context of an article for
the CRF Newsletter) that the role of CRF in this work has
been recognized, particularly in the efforts of Patty Jo Watson .
Phil Diblasi's work at the Collins farm on Flint Ridge and the
Salt's Cave pictographs are also highlighted.

I was very happy to see Carsten's detailed and thorough
review, and this will be a great reference work for those
interested in the fantastic archeology of the cave and Park
area.

The Explanatory/Interdisciplinary Period has been
dominated by the work of Patty Jo Watson and her students at
Washington University (including Carstens, who earned both
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Kate Lysaght's Adventures
in Mineral King, Sequoia National Park,
by Chris Groves,
Hoffman Environmental Research Institute, Western
Kentucky University

Kate Lysaght was injured on a hike to White Chief and
Cirque Caves in California's Mineral King Valley in late May.
I am happy to say that Kate is doing great now. The account
below is from my personal perspective. Readers of the CRF
Newsletter may note that this seems to represent the second in
a topical series to which I have recently contributed. I'd like
to announce that I plan for thi s be the last in the series.
On 10:30 Wednesday morning, May 30, Kate Lysaght,
Joel Despain, Shane Fryer, and I arrived at the Mineral King
Valley trailhead in California's Sequoia/Kings Canyon
National Park. This is a large and awesome alpine vaIley,
mostly above 8,000 feet in elevation, which contains several
of the park's most significant caves. The valley has long been
a field area for CRF's California folks. After a great day before
in the upper levels of Crystal Cave our objectives were Tufa
FaIls, the primary sampling site for Joel's masters thesis
research, and the caves at the upper end of the basin's marble
outcrop area. The road to the trailhead had taken us around
some 800 curves (the exact number depending on who's
counting) while gaining over a mile of elevation ovcr the last
twenty-some miles. At times the dropoffs exceed 1,000 feet.
There's no rushing into, or out of, this spectacular place. We
were in no hurry, thankful and excited to be up there hiking to
caves on such a gorgeous, warm day in the mountains. As we
loaded our daypacks for the trip, we were also thankful to
gather around the back of Kate's truck and fiIl our bellies with
the last of the tasty apple and nectarine/mango cobblers that
she had baked to sustain us in our adventures to Mineral King.
A half-mile or so up the axis of the main valley we came
upon Spring Creek, a steep mountain stream that emerges high
above and to the right of Tufa FaIls spring. This is the outflow
for the marble karst system that drains a significant portion of
Mineral King VaIley. We saw that the flow was high with
snowmelt coming from far up the vaIley, which reaches
elevations of more than I I ,000 feet. Spring Creek came down
towards us very steeply from high on the right hand valley
wall. We split off from the main trail , following steeply
upward along the south side of'the creek. Our objective was
to spot locations where Joel would install data logging
equipment. As we got higher up above the vaIley floor, the
slope got continuously steeper and soon we were scrambling
with all fours, and taking note of the increasing exposure.
Eventually we climbed up into a particularly loose zone of
rocks.
A loud call of "rock" from above caused me to freeze and
just then a baseball-sized rock whizzed by some distance to
my right and bounced off a ledge not far below. My eyes
followed the path of the rock . As it bounced I saw Kate, on a
steep ledge by the stream, in its path. She was not in a direct
DECEMBER
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A healthy and uninjured Kate Lysaght

by Paul Nelson

line below the rock, since we had spread out upon reaching the
loose part of the slope, and it was a terrible and improbable
glancing bounce that sent it somewhat leftward towards her.
Below me, to my frozen surprise and horror, I saw it strike her
head and lift her off her feet and backwards into the stream.
I immediately started scrambling/sliding down the steep
slope to the stream, trying to fly but concerned about dropping
additional rocks, towards where Kate was now floating face
down in the river in a rushing torrent. For the moment she not
was moving quickly downstream in the flow, perhaps held
against submerged rocks . Her arms were spread at her sides
and she was making no effort to get up or thrash in the water.
Just as I jumped into the water towards Kate she slid off
downstream , slipping still lifeless over the next cascade, with
a drop of more than twenty feet into the next pool below. It
was a vision like watching a jellyfish slipping along the
surface of the water and over the falls.
The next two or three seconds were pretty darn nuttyKate had slipped away from my reach and would soon be dead
if she wasn't already.
I guess I thought she was .
Simultaneously, I realized that being a flatlander and not used
to swimming in mountain torrents, I might very much be about
to join her. To my relief I was able to quickly thrash to the
bank. I saw then that Joel had by some miracle gotten further
downstream and was just reaching the still-lifeless Kate. I
don't know how he had done it-it was like he had made some
gigantic leap completely over my head and on downstream to
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Kate-but he had. It was the Joe Meiman ropeless pit jump
repeated. Shane was already on his way running down the
trail for help . Less than a minute had passed. As I scrambled
down and joined them and Joel pulled Kate from the water she
started breathing again in a few seconds but was obviously
hurt very badly. Things were still very bad but she was alive,
for the moment. This was a huge improvement, even if there
was still much uncertainty and a long way to go.
We pulled Kate up onto a ledge out of the water, but it was
so steep I didn't think the two of us could get her up onto the
dry stream bank without the risk of dropping her. She was
coming to, but unaware of what was going on. I took Kate's
truck keys from Joel and ran down to the trailhead phone with
the update on her condition . Shane was already in contact
with rangers , and while I got on the phone to advise them on
her condition, he ran back up the trail. Upon arriving, Shane
and Joel were able to get Kate up a bit higher to a flat grassy
area in the sun, which helped a bit.
Shortly thereafter the first rangers showed up. There was
thankfully a remote station a few miles from the trailhead,
although apparently with a skeleton crew since George W.
Bush had just finished speaking that morning at another end of
the Park . With the help of two rangers, including an EMT who
stabilized her, we got Kate down to the valley floor in a litter.
About three hours after the fall , she was airlifted by a CHP
helicopter, with some difficulty and delay due to the elevation
and warm conditions, to a hospital in Fresno. It had all been
such a rush, and now there was finally nothing else we could
do . Le ft to my own thoughts, I turned and walked away from
my friends and had my only real breakdown of the day. The
day had started so great and now this beautiful woman , our
friend and Joel 's fiancee, was being taken away from us so

badly hurt. I was optimistic, but when it came down to it I just
didn't know whether she would live or die.
We got to the hospital at about 10 p.m. Wednesday night,
not long before they took Kate up from the ER to intensive
-care. We talked to her and her doctors, and were happy that
she was reasonably clear and holding her own. I had not been
to Fresno before, and certainly not to that part of town-that
added an additional element to the day. While I got some leg
cuts cleaned and stapled up, I couldn' t help from overhearing
through the curtains that my neighbors in the ER included two
gunshot wound victims. Finally, sometime in the early
morning hours, Kate was asleep and there was nothing to more
to do. We found a 7-11 for some beers and then a hotel room
not far away. We drank and talked, still very weirded out, and
at some point finally called it day, though I don ' t think
anybody really slept very well.
It's eight days later now and things could not, under the
circumstances, be any more wonderful! That night they
finally gave Kate some morphine to take care of her most
immediate problem , a terrible headache. She got clearer and
clearer, with her brain passing all tests of electronic poking
and prodding with flying colors , and was released from the
hospital on the following Saturday night. Breaking her skull
in both the front and the back of her head apparently evened
out the pressure so that she's now well on the way to a full
recovery in plenty of time for her and Joel's September
wedding. Stopping by their house, I was happy to see that
friends were already there waiting to help and comfort. Kate's
folks came down from San Francisco. Kate and Joel have a
great support system. And those many friends are thankful to
still have Kate around to take care of, along with the promise
of many tasty apple and apricot/mango cobblers to come.

CRF and the CKKC a Partnership for Now and the Futuro
by Jim Borden (CRF and CKKC)
The relation ship between the Cave Research Foundation
and the Central Kentucky Karst Coalition (CKKC) is a unique
one. It is gratifying to see that this relationship has been in
place for so long that for most people it is something that has
always been . Trips to Roppel Cave now occur regularly at
CRF Expeditions, offering a broadening of opportunities for
those who participate in Eastern Operations programs. A
historical perspective of how thi s relationship was forged and
why it exists today, is an important factor to understanding the
partnership, in explaining its strength, and to illustrate why
such relationships are important to the vitality of CRF and the
understanding of the caves. Interactions between CKKC and
C RF go back to the inception of caving on Toohey Ridge
nearly twenty -five years ago . Spawned from the disdain of the
C RF bureaucratic 'juggernaut' and its perceived arrogance, a
small group of independent cavers eventually discovered the
small blowing hole that became Roppel Cave. From that
small hole emerged the seeds of what grew into the Central
Kentucky Karst Coalition and the sixth lo ngest cave on Earth.
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The project became immensely successful and well known,
and attracted some of the strongest cavers of the day. For
everyone that was involved, the experience was unforgettable.

A Shotgun Wedding
The honeymoon was short-lived, however, as CRF
pushed the upstream limits of Logsdon River to the doorstep
of Toohey Ridge. Already, CRF had steam-rolled over one
independent, albeit small, group exploring and surveying
Morrison Cave. As this line of defense fell, CRF appeared
unstoppable in their relentless march to the east. After five
years of independence, CKKC cavers could again feel the
shadow of CRF encroaching upon them . Political
maneuvering quickly ensued, resulting in a unilateral CRF
policy of 'following the cave wherever it goes'. The policy
al so said that CRF would work with the CKKC in areas of the
cave of 'common interest', and would partner with them in the
event of a rescue in the caves . Though CRF stated they would
not overtly seek a connection, CKKC was skeptical. They

CRF
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could see through CRF's shameless attempt at placation; one
that would make CKKC look like the bad guys if they did not
cooperate. It was a brilliant move and CKKC cavers resigned
themselves to this shotgun marriage, one in which they had no
choice if they were to survive as an organization. There was
no option but to trust CRF.

then the Weller Entrance were closed due to liability concerns.
Suddenly, CKKC had no entrances to Roppel Cave! That,
alone, could have killed the project - it did not. Grit
determination opened the Khan Entrance in 1990 - critical
CPR for the project. Three years later, Dave Weller opened his
Downey Avenue Entrance. CKKC could now breathe again!

The truce held for several years until some important
variables changed. CKKC found an upstream extension of
Logsdon River which brought the known ends of Roppel and
Mammoth Caves to within 1500 feet of each other; the
Mammoth end was a sump, the Roppel one a breakdown pile.
This proximity invoked a temptation that was irresistible to
some individuals from both camps. Rogue trips and a some
poorly veiled attempts at renegade connection made for tense
politics between CRF and CKKC.

Despite the new entrances, the CKKC membership base
never really recovered. It was difficult to field trips, not a lot
was getting done, and discoveries were few and far between.
Promising leads turned out to be duds and trips were grueling.
To his credit, Bill Koerschner emerged as a strong constant of
the project - he continued running trips into the cave even as
the rest of CKKC struggled to stay the course. Bill should be
credited with single-handedly, and perhaps unwittingly,
keeping the project alive, although he would say that he 'was
just going caving'. Even for Bill, the personnel situation was
so dire that to cobble together a team was no less than a
struggle (certainly Bill's reputation as a 'hard-man' did not
make it any easier to recruit!).

Tom Brucker, a self-proclaimed 'spy' of CRF, became
active in the CKKC. Pete Crecelius, then president of CKKC,
was an exemplary leader, a fact that did not get past CRF. In
what many perceived as a raid on CKKC ranks, Pete was
wooed to CRF and almost immediately was awarded
membership and drafted to become an Expedition Leader for
Eastern Operations. CKKC cavers were aghast. To be fair,
Tom Brucker became loyal to CKKC and was one of its
strongest advocates to CRF; and, Pete never lost sight of the
big picture, superbly filling the role as CKKC Ambassador to
CRF. However, Pete also participated in several trips to the
upstream sump in Logsdon River with CRF, satisfying the
requirement of 'cooperation' in CRF's policy regarding the
CKKC. This was a double-edge sword - cooperation was
inarguably in the long-term best interests of the organization,
but the increased level of knowledge of the would-be
connection area made CKKC very uncomfortable.
Knowledge was power and CRF certainly had the knowledge
and the means to follow up on it. Tensions ignited when the
water-filled terminus in the upstream Logsdon River slowly
began to open. In April 1983, the ceiling cleared the water
level by two inches. The air blew and the sounds of a
waterfall emanated from the low spot. What had been a sump
for at least four years was one no longer. The rest is history.
Read the book. The Mammoth Cave System and Roppel Cave
were connected in September 1983 resulting in mega-system
that was 294 miles long. The end of an era? Maybe. The end
of the CKKC? Absolutely not.

A Marriage of Convenience?
The CKKC languished for many years due to the shock of
connection. It was quite an adjustment from being focused on
pushing a growing system up the long cave list to just
becoming part of a super system . The connection snuffed a lot
of enthusiasm that was slow to recover. In-place motivations
were cast adrift, discoveries waned, and cavers went away.
The CKKC was reduced to its core.
A string of misfortunes continued to knocked the wind
out the momentum of the CKKC. In 1984, the "Precinct II
Flood" slimed eighty-five percent of the cave, turning gypsum
passages into mud wallows and soddenning enthusiasm with
it. Once the cave began to dry out, the Roppel Entrance and
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During this period, I became heavily involved in CRF,
eventually becoming Eastern Operations Manager. I inherited
what I saw as a narrowing in the diversity of skills of CRF JVs.
Although the cartographic program was flourishing by some
estimates, it was at the expense of exploration. With rare
exception, most trips focused on quality resurveying and/or
completion of 'quad sheets' which usually required shorter
trips in nearby areas of Mammoth Cave. This strategy shift
was not because the "frontiers" were deemed unimportant.
Rather CRF was focusing on fulfilling its obligation to provide
quality maps to the Park Service. However, as a result of this
shift of focus, many JVs left in search of projects were they
could actually go cave 'exploring' in addition to surveying.
What remained were a few excellent surveyors and a lot of
relatively inexperienced cavers. Despite this downside, CRF's
cartography program needed to proceed on that established
course. There was too much at stake in terms of CRF's
relationship with the Park Service at Mammoth Cave. My
tactical solution was to bring back the old CRF-CKKC joint
expedition philosophy but simplify it to just be an additional
set of objectives to assign parties. This as a continuation of
policies pioneered by my predecessor Mel Park (who broke
this new ground) . The advantages of this implementation were
two-fold. It allowed opportunities for cavers so motivated to
participate on cutting-edge exploration trips, effectively
' preserving' this critical base of cavers for CRF's future . And,
it revitalized the CKKC mapping program in Roppel Cave by
facilitating additional trips and offering a greater resource pool
to draw upon . This was a win-win, no brainer as far as I was
concerned.
However, there were skeptics . One complaint heard was
that CRF did not need more objectives (Roppel); CRF's
"plate" was already overflowing. This was followed by the
corollary argument that sending trips to Roppel stripped CRF
of its experienced trip leaders and stronger cavers. Indeed,
many trips to Roppel were fielded by some of CRF's more
hardcore cavers who were al so qualified to be trip leaders.
This left the less-experi enced and not so hard-charging cavers
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for tradition al CRF objectives. Maybe . I waved off these
skeptics as narrow-mind ed despite also being accused of being
self-serving toward Roppel. I truly did see thi s as a necessary
investment in the future of CRF, as well as for the continued
surviv al of the CKKC (the self-serving part). Moreover, I
reasoned it was all one bi g cave and a sustained effort across
all of the Mammoth Cave Sy stem was definitely in everyone's
best interes t.
Dividends were paid almost immediately. Long-time
Roppe l cavers crossed the lines over to CRF and went on their
Roppe l trips, rev e lin g in the increased ava ilability of
personnel and the comparatively wondrou s log istic support of
C RF's operation. Beds, showers, and cooked meal s certainly
did not hurt (the old , by then extinct, Roppel Fieldhouse was
basically a slum with no amenities whatsoever). The survey
of Roppel was once aga in beg inning to prosper. For CRF,
these sa me fo lks happily participated in other objectives in
Mammoth Cave (in fact, o ne of these cavers is currently an
offi cer in C RF Eastern Operati o ns), tradition al to the spirit of
C RF teamw o rk as well as pro viding invalu able party
leaders hip . And, the exodus o f strong cavers from CRF
slowed si nce there was now an outlet for their hard-charging
sp irit - s tro ng cavers th at are and will be an important asset to
C RF (a nd C KKC) . Overall , CRF was regaining its strength
and diversifi cation.

A Relationship Matured
Many thin gs have changed, but the fund amental s still
remain the sa me. CRF is in the mid st of moving its Eastern
Operation to Hamilton Valley, a process recently accelerated
by the new rules in stituted by the Park Service (yes, there is a
positive to the increased le ve l of bureaucracy and hoopjumping that has been thru st upon us). Work in Roppel Cave
has ex peri e nced a re nai ssa nce of sorts - recent discoveries and
an in crease of our personne l base (nurtured by CRF) has
resulted in more cave be ing s urveyed in the last six months
than had been surveyed in prev iou s four years. Enthusiasm is
as hi gh as I have see n in nearly twenty years. CRF has been
unfailin g in its s upport of survey trips into Roppel Cave; and,
clue to the e fforts of Mi chael Yoc um (my successor as Eastern
Operations Man age r), C RF a lso enjoy s a cooperative
relati onship with the ACCA in the survey of Hidden River
Cave (more partn erships). These relationships have been in
place for so lon g that most participants now know of no other
way to o perate; and , the best thin g about all this is that it
works!

a tenant. We are bigger than that, our stewardship of - and our
responsibilities to - Mammoth Cave as a resource extends far
beyond that of the Park Service. And, this is something for
which we can all be proud.
As our plans for a world-class karst research facility at
Hamilton Valley become a reality, we will have formed a solid
foundation for being that world-class supporter of the cave
sciences I spoke to, above. It is the partnerships that we forge
and nurture that will help make this so. The CKKC and CRF
partnership is a strong one, and as the CKKC continues its
renaissance and re-emergence as a successful sponsor of
science in Roppel and the surrounding caves, both
organizations will be the better for it. I know that the CKKC
could not have done it without CRF, and I also know that we
are stronger in partnership than we could ever be alone. This
is a partnership that can and should endure.

What Now?
Things continue now as they have in the past. Work trips
to Roppel are planned and supported like any other CRF
activity run from a CRF Expedition , with the same operational
protocols in place. Roppel Cave objectives are now nearly
completely integrated into the overall objective lists provided
to Expedition Leaders . Many Ns attending expeditions
request trips to Roppel as they would any other and the
Expedition Leader assigns parties using the same processes as
they have for years.
Yet, as important, trips arc operated to Roppel not just at
CRF Expeditions. The CKKC is a flourishing and strong
organization on its own . Trips to Roppel are planned and
organized at the initiative of its participants. As Roppel trips
are fielded from CRF, CRF members who have an interest are
welcome to participate in CKKC/Roppel activities. This
should be obvious by the contents of the CKKC and CRF web
pages (another collaborative venture~
For the future, our collective effL'l.s will continue to reap
dividends in discoveries and new insights into the cave.
Furthermore, individuals who wish to pursue science in
"Mammoth Cave" will know that they will be able to tap into
all our collective knowledge. And, most importantly, we can
all know that together our passion for Mammoth Cave extends
across all of the vastness of the system and is better protected
as a result.

What about the Future?
C urre ntly, we ha ve an excell ent cooperative re lationship
that leverages the collec tive skill and enthusiasm of both
orga ni zati o ns . It is now beyo nd de bat e th at CRF is
in strum ental in the survey and study o f all of the Mammoth
Cave System, and it s s upport of sc ience is in no way limited
to the arbitrary boundaries o f Mammoth Cave National Park .
CRF ca n c learly say that it trul y is a supporter of cave sc ience
in the Mamm oth Cave Reg ion! I cannot speak for others, but
personally I am gratifi ed that we never have to feel that our
relati onship with Mammoth Cave Nati onal Park is only one of
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CRF Members Testify to Environmental Protection Agency on
Air Quality at Mammoth Cave National Park
Chicago, August 27, 2001
In late August, CRF Members Roger Brucker and Chris Groves, along with Dr. Mike May from Western Kentucky University,
traveled to Chicago at the invitation of the National Parks Conservation Association to testify to the Environmental Protection
Agency about new air quality rules currently under consideration by the Bush administration. This was one of two national
hearings where public comment was taken on the proposed Best Available Retrofit Technology (BART) Rule, which would require
many older coal fired power plants and similar facilities to install equipment to lower various air quality degrading emissions. It
is clear that implementation would have major benefits, not only on urban areas , but indeed in many national parks, including
Mammoth Cave National Park. A sad note was that in Jesearching background for the testimonies, we learned how serious the
problem is for south central Kentucky and the Park, which is one of the five most air polluted parks in the country, with the worst
visibility of any national park in the United States. Retrofitting of Kentucky's 15 BART eligible facilities could prevent over
180,000 tons of nitrogen oxides and 300,000 tons of sulfur dioxide from being introduced to the state's atmosphere each year,
which would clearly have an impact on the Park's air quality. We appreciate very much the help of Bobby Carson in thp- Science
and Resource Management Division for his help with the preparation of these statements.

Chris Groves' Testimony
Good morning. I have come to Chicago to endorse EPA's
proposed Best Available Retrofit Technology Rule. For the
last decade I have directed an active research program in
environmental geochemistry with an emphasis on water
quality and landscape/atmosphere interactions. A major focal
point of this work has been in and around the world-renowned
cave-rich area of Kentucky's Mammoth Cave National Park,
and I am here today as an advocate of Mammoth Cave and
National Park Service units in general. While these parks
were intended by Congress to be the most carefully preserved
of our country's land areas, environmental quality at many is
being seriously degraded by air- and water-borne pollutants
that do not recognize the political boundaries drawn on maps .
While it perhaps doesn't have the same high public
profile of Yellowstone or the Grand Canyon, many people
around the world consider Mammoth Cave National Park to
be not just a national treasure, but indeed a global treasure.
The Mammoth Cave System is by far the most extensive
known cave on Earth, with over 350 miles of passages
discovered so far, and new areas are discovered monthly. It
also has the most well developed and diverse ecosystem of
any known cave. Appropriately, the park and surrounding
areas have been designated by the United Nations as both a
World Heritage Site and an International Biosphere Reserve.
The park serves as an equivalent to Mecca for virtually every
cave scientist in the world, and over the last 10 years I have
personally been in the cave with hundreds of them, from at
least 19 countries that I counted up while preparing this
testimony. Surely the most poignant example of this
reverence was when a top cave scientist of the former Soviet
Union stood at the entrance of Mammoth Cave for the first
time a few years ago, and literally started crying. My analogy
to Mecca is not exaggerated.
However, even with thi s remarkable level of global
attention and protection, Mammoth Cave is among the
nation 's most polluted national parks. The cave is now known
to extend far beyond the park boundaries, and its underground
rivers are contaminated by agricultural and urban land use .
DECEMBER
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My colleagues and I have measured water in the cave's rivers
that under certain conditions can exceed drinking water
standards of fecal bacteria, for example, by more than 30,000
times.

In terms of air quality, Mammoth Cave National Park was
designated as a Class I area by the Clean Air Act Amendments
of 1977, which legally affords it the nation 's highest level of
protection . Even so, air-monitoring data from the Park show
that it is among the five most polluted national parks in the
country for visibility, ground-level ozone , and acid
precipitation. Much of this stuff is coming from coal-burning
electric utility plants with high emissions of sulfur and
nitrogen oxides, including some of the nation 's most polluting
coal-fired utilities in nearby parts of the Ohio River Valley,
that were grandfathered in under the same 1977 Clean Air Act
Amendments . Because of the significant contributions from
these facilities, this most protected of pl aces has the poorest
visibility of any national park in the country. With regard to
ozone, the Kentucky Division of Air Quality has reported that
the average of the 4th maximum for the three years 1998 to
2000, was 93 parts per billion, exceeding the established
health attainment level of 85 parts per billion. Acid deposition
is also significant, with an annual average of more than 30
pounds of combined nitrate and sulfate deposited per acre
between 1991 and 1999. The most disturbing news is that
despite impacts of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments ,
overall air pollution conditions in many eastern national parks
are worsening, with Mammoth Cave showing an increase for
an annual composite of these three air pollution measures
throughout the 1990's.
What can be done about these air quality problem s? At
least one obviou s answer is to implement the proposed BART
rules to help correct the very serious impacts from older plants
that were exempted from the 1977 amendments . A recent
Northeast States Coordinated Air Use Management report
indicates that retrofitting of Kentucky'S 15 BART eligible
facilities could prevent over 180,000 ton s of nitrogen oxides
and 300,000 tons of sulfur dioxide from being introduced to
the state's atmosphere each year.
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On behalf of both Mammoth Cave National Park and the
health of the tens of millions of citizens who will enjoy it over
the next decades and beyond, I strongly urge the Agency to
implement these rules .
Thank you for the opportunity to speak today.

Roger Brucker's Testimony
My name is Roger W. Brucker. I have taught Speleology
(cave science) for 21 years for Western Kentucky University
in Mammoth Cave National Park.
I have seen decreasing visibility due to haze and smog
often as I have visited Mammoth Cave National Park. The
most visible change in the park since 1953 is the steadily
increasing haze. I lead Speleology field trips to study the karst
landscape of sinking streams, sinkholes, and caves.
Since 1985 the views of karst valleys are obscured by
haze on many days. In June I stopped with my students to
view Doyle Valley, a splendid karst landscape. We returned to
the vans immediately. We could not see sinkholes in the valley
noor less than 1000 feet away because of the white curtain of
haze. Our view of the Sinkhole Plain was shrouded in smog.
Haze hampers learning, diminishes understanding, and
defeats the p'urpose of teaching cave studies in the premier
national cave park. It has an adverse effect on park visitors.
Mammoth Cave National Park's visibility, ozone, and
acid deposition identifies it as the third most polluted national
Park . Coal fired power plants built between 1962 and 1977
contribute to this designation . Thousands of visitors from all
over the world come to try to see a World Heritage Site that is
so unique it is part of the International Biosphere. The
regional revenue contribution from visitors exceeds $100
million per year.
I teach biospe1eology. It includes the diversity of life
forms, their ecology including food chains, and threats to
health of underground organisms.
Scientists have identified more than 500 species in this
longest cave system . Permanent darkness, uniform
temperature and humidity, and low amounts of food available
characterize the cave environment. High species diversity is
found here and the park is a home to threatened and
endangered species. A characteristic of aquatic cave-dwelling
species is their extreme longevity. A cave crayfish, for
example, may live 30 or more years as opposed to its
facultative relative with a life expectancy of one or two years .
Air pollution from coal tired power plants built prior to
1977 threatens underground biota at Mammoth Cave National
Park. Unless the identified coal fired plants that contribute to
poor air quality are brought up to Best Available Retrofit
Technology standards, I believe much of the unique life of the
cave will be compromised. Here's why : Biomagnification
and bioaccumulation apply to cave life.*

Irreparable Harm is Threatened by Low-Level Toxin
Pollution to Long-Lived Cave Organisms
Cave life is threatened by chronic low-level pollution little spills, the slow buildup of rain contaminants, and the
toxins in air that descend to earth by dry deposition. The chief
threats for purposes of this hearing are the heavy metal
components of coal fired emission haze, such as cadmium,
mercury, lead, and other heavy metals carried as particulate
matter or fly ash. Toxin uptake occurs when ingestion exceeds
egestion plus excretion plus detoxification. Thereafter,
concentration of the toxin increases by two processes :
biomagnification and bioaecumulation.
Biomagnification occurs along food chains. Since no
organism is 100% efficient, there is a pyramid of energy from
the beginning of the food chain to higher trophic levels. Each
species must eat much more than its own weight to survive.
Thus, there is instantaneous biomagnification of the toxic
concentration at each step along the chain, and there are more
toxins at the top than at the bottom of the food chain.
There is also bioaccumulation through an individual's
lifespan. Toxins increase and accumulate in species higher in
the food chain. Since cave organisms are long lived because of
their need for efficiency with low food supplies, they are
doubly at risk.
Consequences of biomagnification and bioaccumulation
are seen long before the toxin builds up to lethal
concentrations. Resistance decreases to natural environmental
stresses, reproduction suffers, and hormonal disturbances
appear.

Effects of Pollution Never Go Away
Following a heavy metal deposition from coal fired plant
emissions, there is a roller coaster of partial recovery and
remobilization that can continue for at least decades . This
adds to the biomagnification and bioaccumulation that occurs
with chronic toxicity.
Toxic metal deposits in the cave may be covered by
uncontaminated sediments. But with regular storms and 20- or
100- year floods, the buried sediments are re-exposed and
again cause problems.

Summary of Toxin Pollution from Coal Fired Plants
The Mammoth Cave region covers an area seven times
larger than the park. All rainfall penetrates the soil and is
conducted underground by openings and sinkholes. There is
no runoff. There are no surface streams, no large wetlands.
Water and entrained emission particulates are conducted
downward swiftly without natural filtration, purification, or
major dilution.
Regional storm water that carries heavy metals from coal
fired plant emissions into the caves causes severe damage, if
not irreparable harm .

Surface Plant and Animal Life Threatened Also
I have focused on the underground effects of coal fired
emissions. I will not discuss parallel threats to terrestrial and
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aquatic ecosystems above ground. But I do want to describe
an additional, related threat. Six miles from Mammoth Cave
National Park, a development group seeks to build a 4,000acre industrial park and airport on the Sinkhole Plain. Its
components include roads, offices and industrial buildings, an
airport, a rail yard, and a trucking and transportation center.
Construction is slated to begin in 2002. Critics have pointed
out the anticipated concentration of diesel switch engine and
diesel truck emissions to an already substandard air quality.

If high levels of haze and smog forming pollutants from
coal fired power plants continue violating the Class One

airshed standards for the park, we will be overwhelmed by the
new development. The natural resources the U.S. Congress
meant to protect at Mammoth Cave National Park may be
beyond repair if air quality rule making is not taken seriously.
I urge the application of BART rules to previously
grand fathered plants as soon as possible to protect Mammoth
Cave National Park.

* I am indebted to Dr. Thomas Poulson, a noted karst
ecologist, for his scientific contribution to this summary of the
toxic effects of biomagnification and bioaccumulation.

Win a Caving Rope!
Would you like a chance to win some caving gear!?
All you have to do is submit a featured article, cover
photographs, drawings, or cartoons for the newsletter. There
will be a drawing each quarter for a prize, and then a grand
prize at the end of the year! The more you submit, the better
your chances to win!

Grand Prize
Sterling Rope has generously donated 50 meters of 7116
inch nylon caving rope! This is a dry rope and very nice! I
used Sterling rope on a muddy trip, rinsed it in the river, and
it didn't absorb tons of water. The winner will be announced
in the June 2002 issue.

The Rules
o

Submission will be accepted until the June 2001 issue and
they must be submitted on time. See the inside cover for
deadlines.

o

Articles, phOIographs, or artwork must be original work
written by the person submitting the material.

o

An article or cover photograph gets one entry into t:;e
drawing. To encourage pictures or diagrams with articles,
those entries will receive two entries into the drawing;
that doubles your chances to win .

o

o
o

o

Submissions must be previously
submitted by the publication deadline.
at least 1000 words.
They must
received via e-mail by the publication

unpublished, and
Articles must have
be postmarked or
deadline.

Only articles are eligible for the grand prize.
Only items that are actually printed in the newsletter are
eligible for the drawing.
Decisions by the Editor are final.

Persons who submitted material for the previous issues
this year will be entered into the drawing for the grand prize.
For more information about Sterling rope, visit their
website: www.sterlingrope.com.

Unfortunately future quarterly prizes will be canceled due
to a lack of donations.

Quarterly Prize Winner!
Chris Groves is the winner of 200 sheets of custom sketch
paper, designed and donated by Paul Nelson. The paper is
printed on Rite in the Rain paper using blue-green ink. The
data entry table is the traditional caver input style. The paper
is available for $11 per 100 sheets from Paul Nelson at
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Regional Expedition Reports
Sequioa and Kings Canyon,
California

Lilburn Cave
Labor Day Expedition, September 1-3,2001
by Peter Basted

Lilburn Cave
August 3-5, 2001,
Expedition Finds New Passages
by Damian Grindley
Despite a change of weekend and a number of last minute
drop in and outs, much was achieved, in what proved to be a
wildlife and lead rich , yet very social trip .
Friday ni ght saw Chri s Phoenix and Damian Grindley
making an early start by stabilizing a small crack some 25
foot in si de the hi storical entrance. Access was gained after
thirty minutes to a tight descending rift which was explored
past a coup le of climb downs and small chambers to the head
of a 29 foot drop into a stream. The duo returned Sunday
morning and surveyed with the aid of Peter Bosted some 190
foot to thi s drop. C learly there is room for many a Lilburn loop
between here and Pandoras Box on the lower levels below.
Saturday witnessed the mustering of three trips .
Mark Scott, Mick Fingleton and Scott Smith explored the
upstream terminu s of Thanksg iving Hall. Unfortunately
surveying proved impracticable as on ly Mark was able to
squeeze throu gh to the void beyond . Hi s excursion into blank
limesto ne he desc ribes as "going upstream passage 4x25 feet
hi gh plus a 2x20 feet hi gh canyon going straight above the
entrance to the area". At least 150 feet remain to mop up on a
future trip .
Peter Bosted Chris Phoenix and Damian Grindley faired
littl e better on the footage front with their 12 hour trip to the
Mou setrac k area. Most leads pinched out. However 170 feet
was sketc hed and one promising descending mud tube
rema in s to be dropped just off the Mousetrack to Southern
Comfort Link Passage.
Glen Malli et, Art Holly and Dave Dec ker 's half day jaunt
to the upstream area in Riverpit went well. Their trip report
describes "survey in g approximately 200 feet up rope into a
breakdown complex , then South-Southwest into a meander
ca nyon. then turning back at bigger passage with leads
remaining."
Finally on the wildlife front . six separate bears where
observed whi lst exiting the canyon. These mayor may not
have been the same ones that treated the huts bear boxes like
Airline Baggage l !. An impress ive demon stration of why food
shou ld be o nl y stored in them during ex pedition days. '
Otherwise parents beware the Rattlers. One 4 foot version
bei ng observed at the stream within 100 feet of the Hut.
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To avoid the heavy holiday traffic, we decided to have the
expedition a day early. This worked very well, as Mark Scott,
Ann Bosted and I had very light traffic both on the drive from
the Bay area to Redwood Saddle on Thursday night, and on the
drive back on Sunday. We started later than we expected, so it
was already getting dark as we started the five mjle hike to the
cabin above Lilburn Cave. The trail crosses Redwood Creek
about half-way along the hike, and we were busy discussing
how unusual it was that no water at all was flowing in the
creek bed, when I stumbled and fell flat on my face . Most of
the force went into my left arm, which was pretty badly
bruised . I was able to go caving, but had to baby the arm on
the climbs. On the hike out, we determined that the water in
Redwood Creek is sinking into gravel about 100 yards
upstream of the trail crossing.
With the low water levels, we decided it would be a good
time to explore some of the wettest parts of Lilburn Cave. On
Friday, Jed Mosenfelder, Dave Bunnell, Ann and I headed for
the Enchanted River. This is the section of Redwood Creek
that flows from the Lake Room along a lovely banded marble
passage, down IS-foot and 20-foot waterfalls, and finally
sumps, re-appearing later in River Pit and Thanksgiving Hall.
We took the Clay Palace shortcut to avoid a waist-deep pool,
and started checking for leads between the Clay Palace and the
IS-foot falls. We found several small passages, up to 50 feet
long, all taking off from a ledge system on the west side of the
river. We also ran a survey line down the ledge system itself,
because it is more often than not separated from the main river
channel by a series of pillars. Ann didn't want to get wet, so
we found way for her to stay completely dry using a crawlway
bypass. The water level was low, but none-the-Iess the stream
averaged one to two feet deep, and the current was swift
enough that the IS-foot falls was very loud, and even the
smaller 6 foot falls was loud enough that we had to shout the
survey readings . Altogether we surveyed 250 feet, in 29
stations, during our nine-hour-Iong trip.
Meanwhile, Mark Scott took Stan and Gosia Allison
(visiting from Carlsbad Caverns National Park) to
Thanksgiving Hall. On a previous trip, he had pushed a tight
lead to find virgin walking passage, but the others in his party
could not fit through the squeeze. Being thin like Mark, Stan
and Gosia were able to fit, and they were soon surveying
upstream in one of the in-feeders to the main river. This split
into two smaller in-feeders, both of which became too tight to
follow. Stan and Mark then climbed above the stream to a
vertical maze of extremely loose breakdown, which they
decided was too scary to survey. Altogether, they mapped
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about 200 feet of new passage. Being a very fast party, they
did this long trip to one of the most remote portions in the cave
in only 9 hours. This included a side trip to show Stan and
Gosia the South Seas, where they found about 35 pounds of
lead weights from diving trips done here several years ago,
which they hauled back to the cabin.
On Saturday, Ann and Gosia decided to enjoy the sunny
weather and work on trail and cabin maintenance. The rest of
us headed back to the Enchanted River. From our last station,
Mark and Stan surveyed a narrow ceiling fissure to the south.
It looped around above the river, and landed up connecting
back in on the east side. They surveyed two side passages off
the loop to dead ends, but left a nice 2 by 10 foot lead for next
time. Meanwhile, Dave, Jed, and I surveyed the other way in
the ceiling channel, off into a blank part of the map. The
fissure turned into sloping crawl , then opened up into nice
walking passage. This didn't last too long, however, and
finally it was too tight for us to continue. We went back and
got Mark and Scott, who were able to squeeze another 20 feet
further to a dig. Our combined total was 330 feet in 40
stations. Before heading out, we checked leads along the rest
of the Enchanted River, using a handline to stay relatively dry
on the IS-foot falls. We were all able to stay more-or-Iess dry
above the thighs, and our PVC suits cut down chilling from
the spray and wind. We checked out many ledges and crawls,
but basically nothing did very much interesting, except for a
several-hundred-foot-Iong maze up an easy 10-foot climb,
opposite the Between Falls Passage. Mark and Stan looked at
another climbing lead in this area, but decided bolting gear
would be needed to cross over th top of the river passage,
which is over 30 feet tall in this area. We all really enjoyed the
black and white banded marble, the clean rushing water, and
the occasional red f1owstone that makes the Enchanted River
truly well named.
Altogether, we surveyed a little over 800' of new passage
in Lilburn Cave, bringing the length to 18 .25 miles . Several
interesting leads remain for next time.

Lilburn Cave
September 22-23, 2001
by Peter Basted
Originally this weekend was to be a CRF. trip to Jordan
Cave, but with the low water levels in Lilburn , we decided to
change destinations. Bill Frantz and I drove down Friday
evening, arriving at the parking lot just as two new-comers
pulled up. Tony Williams and Jody Barnett are cavers from the
Mother Lode area, and had called the Park a few days
previously to see if there were any cave projects they could
volunteer to help with. The hike in was uneventful (no bears),
and we were asleep by 2 am. Paul Nelson hiked in a few
minutes later, while Carol Vesely elected to hike in the
morning sunlight.
We decided to all head to the Enchanted River section of
Lilburn Cave on Saturday. We took the Ice Formation route
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down to the Bicycle Passage, and entered the stream via the
Clay Palace, thus avoiding the deep pool between there and
the Lake Room . We rigged the 15 foot Falls with a 6 mm
handline, and found that it was harder to keep dry than with the
II mm rope we had used three weekends previously. We all
got substantially wet, and I was glad I had brought a total of
seven upper layers to wear. After taking a few photos, we split
into two teams .
Paul, Bill, and Tony surveyed 100 feet of new passage in
14 stations (plus a 27 foot tie-in shot) in a little maze on the
west side of the river, leaving a few tight leads and a possible
dig .
Carol , Jody, and I headed up the IO-foot etrier climb to the
Between Falls Passage. Carol had on very slippery boots, and
was posing for a photo on this climb when she suddenly
slipped and fell into the stream, fortunately missing a knifeedged rock on the way. She was bruised, but kept on caving.
We surveyed a very tight lead a little ways into the maze first.
Fortunately, it connected around to known passage after 10
shots (fortunate because I was not able to fit through the tight
spot with my seven sweaters on). Jody had no trouble fitting :
she is slender and only weighs 100 pounds. I think this was her
first virgin passage. We then went up-slope to survey a 100foot-long ascending tube that I had pre-surveyed (i.e. scooped)
ten years previously. Again, I could not fit through a tight
constriction at the end, so Jody and Carol surveyed the last 30
feet (a steep fissure) without me. We checked another lead that
didn ' t go, and I checked a couple of other leads that still need
surveying while Carol and Jody ate lunch . They were very
cold, so I gave them some of my sweaters, which they wore all
the way out. We all got pretty drenched going up the 15 foot
Falls, and the water temperature of 44 degrees makes this an
invigorating experience.
On Sunday, Tony, Jody, and I went in the Meyer entrance
for a "quick" look at the East Stream. This was their first time
on a cable ladder, but they had no problems. On the way, we
stopped to check a tight canyon under Glacier Hall. This
turned out to lead to a small maze, which reconnected to
known passage in three places. After a quick lesson in reading
instruments, we used 18 stations to survey 110 feet of passage.
Some of this was quite well decorated, basically the same
white f1owstone that pours down Gl ac ier Hall. We then went
to the upstream end of the East Stream, and Jody bravely
belly-crawled through a half-submerged tube where Glen
Malliet and I had stopped many years previously. She was
wearing a wetsuit, but was quickly chilled as it was only a thin
one. She found about 50 more feet of low crawls, but
eventually it got too tight even for her. We had a few scary
moments as she got a bit lost in the maze of tight tubes, and
almost got stuck trying to force herself through the wrong one.
We ran for the entrance and had the cave de-rigged by 4 pm .
Jody and Tony stayed on to do some hiking on Monday.
They also field-checked the map of May s Cave. The rest of us
headed back on Sunday, having added another 350 feet to the
length of Lilburn Cave (now standing at 29.5 km) and
enjoying another fine sunny weekend in Redwood Canyon .
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Lava Beds
Lava Beds Project Report, Summer of 2001
By Bill Devereaux and Janet Sowers
This summer the CRF-Lava Beds field activities focussed
on organizing cave files, drawing up cave maps, conducting
reconnaissance cave inventory, installing brass monuments at
cave entrances, and recording GPS locations for each
entrance. Bill Devereaux supervised the troops, including
Amy Ponsetti, Cindy Heazlit, and Michael Cooper, who
altogether logged 159.5 hours .
The summer was marked by a changing of the guard at
Lava Beds National Monument. The Chief of Resources
Management for the past six years, Chuck Barat, was
reassigned to Carlsbad Caverns National Park! We hope that
the CRF'ers at Carlsbad will enjoy working with Chuck. We
found him to be a very effective resources manager and easy
to work with. Chuck is a person who can get things done.
CRF-Lava Beds will miss him but we are grateful for all he
has done for cave program in his time here. Kelly Fuhrmann,
our Cave Specialist, is the acting chief until the position is
filled .
In other news, the Lava Beds Research Center project is
moving ahead. As you may have heard, our fund raising target
of $200,000 was met last spring. Now we are working with
the architect, Richard Minert, to prepare the construction
drawings and the bid package. The Lava Beds staff has
completed the site survey map with I-foot contours in
preparation for the foundation design and grading. We will
keep you posted on the date for groundbreaking!
Here are brief logs of the summer's activities.

06-08 July 2001
Bill Devereaux arri ved on Friday the 7th at 2315 and
moved into apartment 46A. Bill had earlier been to Chuck
Barat 's house to attend hi s farewell party. There were a dozen
people there. Chuck takes over the Carlsbad Caverns National
Park Resource office on the 16th.
Bill went to the office on Saturday (Jul 07) to take and
report the weather at 0800 (Hi 90, low 54, obsv 67, partly
cloud y). He met with both Chuck and Kelly to refine the plan
for the weekend. Bill reported Veda DePaepe's promotion
posting to Pennsylvania. He put 7 reco n cards together and
went out to Glaeser's 108 11 2, 126X, Crissey's , YaddaYadda
Bridges , SUGR Bridge, and Zeng caves between 1030 and
1430. He got monuments together, and installed them at
Cri ssey's 126X, and 108 until the drill batteries ran out. He
stopped at 1900. He worked o n files and the journal from
2000-2 100.
On Sunday the 8th Bill D. arrived at the office at 0800,
took/reported the weather (hi gh 86, low 51, obsv 60, clear).
He met with Chuck again to say good bye. Bill put some more
recon cards together, rec harged the drill batteries, and met
with Yvonne (inte rpretiv e staft). At 1100 he installed
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monuments at Glaeser 112, and Zeng Cave and finished the
recon cards for them and others from the previous day. He
visited Hmmm Bridges to see if there was a pin there. He
didn't find one. He went to Sneet Cave and found the pin 40'
from the actual entrance. He found Rollerdrome right where it
should be. The same was true for Pumice Railway Cave. He
recorded the buttes on the recon card and stopped at 1500. He
cleaned up and left at aboul +pm.

20-22 July 2001
Bill Devereaux arrived on Friday the 20th at 2115 and
moved into apartment 46A. Bill met with Kelly Fuhrmann,
discussed the weekend, picked up the keys, and started the
journal.
Bill went to the office on Saturday (Jul 21) to take and
report the weather at 0800. He met with Kelly again to refine
the plan for the weekend. He finished up documentation from
the previous weekend and filed the cards in the folders . He
then made 4 new cards. He put gear together, drove out to
locate/reconlrecord Glaeser #107, Lippy, Illegible, Glaeser
#108, Antler Grotto, and Snake. He didn't find Snake. He
finished at 1930.
On Sunday the 22nd Bill D . arrived at the office at 0800,
took/reported the weather. He cleaned up paperwork from the
previous day, made up some new recon cards, and put gear
together for monuments . He installed monuments at Lippy,
Glaeser 107, and Furry Crack Cave. He finished the recon
cards for them and others from the previous day. He cleaned
up and left.

03-05 August 2001
Bill went to the office on Saturday (Aug 04) and took and
reported the weather at 0800. He spoke with Barney Stoffel for
a while. Bill reviewed the cave files and selected two
monuments for installation. He put the gear together, made the
recon cards, drove out, installed the monument, and completed
the recon card at Antler Grotto. After lunch, Bill met with
Chris Roundtree, Matt Reece, Heather Rickieff, and Barney.
He then left to install monuments at G-Crack Cave and
Partition Bridge. He completed the recon cards while there. He
finished at 1800.
On Sunday the 5th Bill D. arrived at the office at 0800,
took/reported the weather. He cleaned up paperwork from the
previous day, made up some new recon cards, put gear
together for monuments, and went back out. He installed
monuments at Illegible Cave, Yadda Yadda Bridges, and
SUGR Bridges. He finished the recon cards for them also. He
put stuff away, finished the journal, cleaned . the trailer, said
goodbye to Heather (it was her last week there), spoke to Chris
and Kelly, and left.

17-19 August 2001
Bill Devereaux arrived on Friday the 17th at 1955 and
moved into the trailer. Amy Ponsetti arrived about 2200. They
planned the activities for the next day. Bill started the journal.
Bill went to the office on Saturday (Aug 18) and took and
reported the weather at 0800. Amy went to the cave rescue
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seminar for the day. BilJ met Chris Roundtree at 0900 and they
went to locate Snake, Falling Sky, and Basement Caves to flag
them for monumenting later that weekend. While at Snake,
BilJ noticed a small, VERY neatly built cairn about 100' away.
He walked over and found a small entrance in a pumice
. funnel. He and Chris stuck their heads in and found a nice
room with passages leading off in three directions. Chris did a
cursory investigation in two of the legs and pronounced it
worthy of further investigation. BilJ agreed to return and do a
recon card and name it. They returned to the office. Bill
worked on finishing documentation from the previous
weekend. He gathered gear for monuments together, went to
Hmmm Bridges and Snake Cave, installed their monuments,
and completed the recon cards. Amy worked in the office part
of the afternoon, organized the CRF member records, and
initiated a database to bring the records into the 21st Century.
She re-joined the SAR team for the vertical practice session.
BilJ and Amy stopped at 2000 (8pm).
On Sunday the 19th BilJ D. arrived at the office at 0800,
took/reported the weather (high 64F low 46F, obsv 51F), and
prepared to GPS. Barney Stoffel gave a short course to Patrick
MacDonald (a new SCA), Amy, and Bill. At Warn went to
Snake and GPS ' d its entrance, then to the 'new' cave to do the
same. While Pat and BilJ did the equipment, Amy went into
the cave to recon it end-to-end. She returned from each of the
3 legs with information for the recon card. She took a tape
with her down each leg, so the footage got measured as well.
They named it "Dry Frond" because of the profusion of ferns
in the entrance. When the 3 returned to the office, Patrick
started learning how to download GPS files from the Magellan
unit. Amy and BilJ went to eat lunch, pack, and clean. Amy
left at 1400. BilJ went to Falling Sky and Basement caves and
installed their monuments. He left at 1700.

Labor Day Weekend,
1-3 September 2001
Bill Devereaux arrived at about 1950 on Friday, 31
August 2001, picked up the keys to the trailer, drove to the
trailer pad and found that Cindy Heazlit and Michael Cooper
had arrived an hour earlier. They discussed the arrivals of
others and made plans for the weekend. Cindy had a broken
arm, so mapping and crawling would not be an option for her.
As they were unpacking and setting up camp, a 2' rattlesnake
came up the driveway and settled in under the step of the
trailer. He/she buzzed, and would not give up the nest it built
under the step. We went in/out of the trailer gingerly the rest
of the evening. Cindy and Michael attended the evening
program at the amphitheater in the campground. It was on
insects in the Park. Bill stayed in the trailer and set up
paperwork for the weekend.
On Saturday, I Sep 2001 , Bill went to the RM office and
got the weather at 0800 for the Park. "Baby Huey" had not
moved during the night and had indeed settled into its' nest
deeper. Everyone met at 0900 to receive the safety briefing,
and break into work parties. The three went to the RM office.
Cindy met with Barney Stoffel about using the drafting table
and equipment to work on her backlog of maps. The three then
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gathered gear together and went to Caldwell Ice Cave to take
the ice level. Only Bill and Michael went to the ice room. They
found only debris and mud under the pin. On the ice floor at
the back of the room, they found further deterioration of the
dead bat. They noticed fungi growing on rat turds at the base
of the ice column. The spotted a crawling _" long Haplidocus
on the right side of the ice flow. The three then drove to the top
of the figure 8 road and parked by the gate. They walked out
and fixed recon cards by noting the location of the brass
monuments at Eagle Grotto, Haliaeetus Alcove, Pincushion
Cave, and Pine Cone Hole.
After lunch, Cindy Heazlit stayed in the office and
worked on the Lazaroff's Hole--map. Bill and Michael went to
Cox Ice Cave and Frozen Ri~er Cave to take ice levels. They
returned at 7 pm to pick up Cindy. After dinner, Bill and
Michael went to Skull and Merrill Ice caves to take ice levels.
The hole in Merrill had grown. The tape at pin #2 hit water for
the first time since recording began. The flooring along the
'ice river' is very loose. In Skull the ice floor is very healthy.
They finished at 11 :30 pm.
On Sunday, 2 Sep, 2001 Bill took and reported the
weather at 0800. At 0900 Bill, Cindy and Michael headed for
Lazaroff's Hole. They tied the pin to the survey, done 2 years
earlier. They then went to the Upper Ice flow and did a
walking surface recon of the East side of the flow. They started
at Flying Saucer Cave, swung east to the next big crack which
transects the flow/trench , then turned south to walk along the
crack to the Park boundary at the big sink at the "Hunters
Camp". There were a number of holes and cavelettes along the
crack (10 in number), similar to the Glasser #'ed ones on the
other side of the vale. The crew discovered no numbers. The
two cracks frame the sag valley that runs perpendicular to the
trench. Near the boundary, they briefly explored the cave that
Fred Douglas had 'discovered' and sketched in June.
After lunch, Cindy again returned to the office and
worked on her map drafts and Compass tables. Michael and
Bill went to Sneet and moved the pin to within 8' of the cave's
real entrance. While Bill worked on the pin, Michael did the
short inventory of the cave. After they finished that recon card .
Michae 1 did Rollerdrome Cave so that its card could be fixed .
Bruce Rogers' original notes indicate a possible
connection between the two caves. Bill loaned his Maglight to
Michael who placed it in a little I ' tube between them on the
Sneet side. He then re-entered Rollerdrome and found where
the light was. They made the corrections in the drawings on
the recon cards. The two then went to Pumice Railway and
figured out where the pin was in relationship to the cave map.
Cindy finished at 7 pm, the guys fini shed at 8 pm .
Monday, 3 Sept 2001 , Bill took and reported the weather
at 0800. He worked on reports and put away the monument
equipment. Pat MacDonald (a NPS SCA employee) showed '
up and fired up the GPS Base Station. While Cindy worked in
the office on her maps, Bill, Michael and Pat went to
Lazaroff's Hole again and took new GPS readings at the pin.
On their way back to the truck, they found an unentered cave
entrance in the swale below Lazaroff's entrance and between
the two rill s running east and southeast respectively. They
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named it 'The Dungeon" and walked back to the truck.
Michae l and Cindy finished packing , and left by noon . Bill
met with Ke lly Fuhrmann, Patrick, and Matt Reece regarding
the fil es and trips the next few weeks. Bill worked until 1530,
closed the trailer, and left.

Ozarks
June-August, 2001
by Mick Sutton

Fitton Cave, Arkansas (June 16-17)
There was another trip to Fitton Cave, with the crew
based at the Chestnut Cabin. Scott House, Dan Childress,
Michael Carter, and Chuck Bitting surveyed about half of the
Fitton entrance room, while Pete Lindsley, Steve Lindsley,
Charles Brickey, and Dawn Cardace surveyed several hundred
feet of canyons near the T Junction .

Mark Twain National Forest (August 24-26)
Sue Hagan and Mick Sutton returned to the MTNF
Cassville District, Barry County, in far southwestern Missouri
to continue the survey and inventory work . We spent a
somewhat stormy Saturday in Radium Hollow locating,
mappin g and inventorying two short caves, Twil ight Joint
Cave (d ry, with a wood rat nest) and Salamander Cave (moi st,
with twili ght zone water beetles and ripple bugs). We then did
an in ventory of the mazy, wet and much lo nger Radium Cave,
see in g probably most of the cave in the process, but omitting
an ex tensive low crawl way maze. Past human activity in the
cave is ex tensive and puzzling. Mass ive amounts of clay
excavatio n have take n place to allow access to some of the
longer passages, and the re are enigmatic excavated pit
entrances . Mi sso uri speleo-hi storian Dwight Weaver has
coll ected quite a bit of information on this cottage industry,
which seems to have been a prol o nged exercise in optimism in
a search for rad ioactive minerals, c. 1900-1970. The following
day, we mapped and inventoried Panther Cave, consisting of
200 ft. of mostl y crawl ways, but with some nice tlowstone and
dripstone. and a rich assortment of sheltering invertebrates.

Education and Management
On June 16, as a foll ow- up to the March 27 event, Sue
Haga n and Mi ck Sutton led a trip to YMCA-owned Susan
Cave in Washin gto n County, south of Saint Loui s. Thi s time,
the participants were educators in the nation-w ide "Becoming
an o utdoors woman" program, and came from all over the
U.S. Although all o f the participants had outdoor skill s, none
had been in a wild cave before; it was a good ex perience for
all . As before the main focus was o n the cave's biology and its
conservati o n.
On Jul y 17- 18, Scott Ho use (representing Ozark National
Scenic Ri verwa ys) and Mick Sutton (representin g CRF)
attended a cave resources conference for southeastern region
Nati o nal Forest managers, he ld at Mark Twain Natio nal Forest
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headquarters in Rolla. It was a very uSf'ful forum for
exchanging information with others from around the region
involved in cave bioinventory.

Etc.
Doug Baker's Powder Mill Creek Cave survey struck out
thi s year, when three successive trips were canceled by
threatening weather. In at least two of those cases, the threats
were carried through with big, dramatic summer storms. The
business end of this cave is quite a few hours of travel time up
low-airspace stream passage, so caution is the order of the day.
In partial recompense, Bob Osburn's Cox Cave survey
benefited from a di verted survey crew; on August 18, Bob,
Doug and George Bilbrey mapped about 700 ft. of walkinghigh passage, without quite finishing the cave. In addition, on
July 28 , Doug and George spent some time in doing surface
reconnaissance over Powder Mill Creek Cave, but failed to
come up with a back-door entrance.

Eastern Operations
Fourth of July Week,
June 29-July 8, 2001
Leader, Scott House
Co-Leaders, Dave West and Karen Willmes
The week long Pourth of July expedition continued some
favorite traditions and maybe began some new rituals (see
details for Wednesday below). The crowd was small and the
atmosphere laid back. Although 31 people participated, we
never had more than 17 in camp on any single day. The focus
of the expedition was to support paleontology and the small
cave inventory. Nineteen trips were fielded during eight days
of caving: five to Long Cave, two to Dixon, two to Mammoth,
one to Proctor, one to Unknown, and the rest to various small
caves. We achieved 3,762 feet of survey : 1,694 feet of new
survey and 2,068 feet of repl acement survey.

Saturday, June 30
On the first day of the expedition, three parties were
fielded, all to small caves. One party went to Long Cave to
survey the remaining parts of the cave in order to finish the
map needed for the paleontology project. They surveyed the
passage beyond the Bonzai Ladders and also mapped several
side passages and pits.
A second party took two hours to find Bluff Cave, off of
Union City Road. Thi s small cave features a 40-foot wide by
sixty-foot long sloping room with breakdown/talus floor and a
side passage that begins as a crawl but enlarges to 20 feet wide
and 10 feet hi gh with gypsum on the ceiling and walls.
The third party, working on the opposite side of Union
City Road , spent five hours looking for Cripple Creek Cave,
and found it ten minutes after the thunderstorm hit. They
began resketching the cave, but were stopped by a climb

which no one in the party felt comfortable attempting without
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a belay. Not content with this meager accomplishment, the
party headed out of camp again to take a look at a lead in
nearby Dogwood Cave. In May, a dig team had broken
through a breakdown blockage in the stream but found
themselves too tired to push it. The return trip revealed that the
lead quickly becomes a belly crawl in mud and water and goes
for only 40 feet before it gets too low and narrow.

Sunday, July 1
One party went to Dixon Cave to check the sketch and
record some of the paleo points. They also pushed a lead at the
terminal breakdown which blows air.
The other three crews headed to Long Cave to finish the
survey. One team worked on drawing a profile of the trunk
passage. They shot from the prior station to a spot of light on
ceiling at each station and graphically constructed the ceiling
height using a protractor, a technique that seemed to work
well. Another party completed the side leads beyond the
Bonzai Ladders. And the third team took vertical gear for the
remaining pits. They also investigated a side lead one and a
half stations past their tie-in. When they consulted the
cartographer after the trip, it was determined that the side
passage hadn't been noted on the map-the cave wasn't done
yet.

Monday, July 2
Several park service interns are working on obtaining
GPS locations and setting brass caps for the small cave
inventory. One CRP member went out in the field with them
to help locate caves near White Oak Trail. They found one of
their four objectives. A large fallen tree blocked the trail, and
in the course of turning the jeep around they got it stuck in a
ditch. They were able to free it by jacking it up and putting
debris under the wheels.
A survey team did a grand tour of the Cathedral Domes
map sheet to look at various hanging leads . Most of them were
short crawls and cutarounds, but a small canyon turned out to
go 60 feet to a previously unknown domepit,
A party of six went into Proctor Cave to the Y survey
below the north end of Frost Avenue. They spent some time
examining the talus pile at the end of Frost Avenue and found
bone fragments from a large mammal, some of which
appeared to be tusk fragments from a mammoth or mastodon.
Half of the party continued the replacement of the Y survey,
while the other half collected bones from the stream channel
at the end of the Y. They described the bones as "battered
whole (or substantial parts of) identifi able bones. They ranged
from rat-sized animal s to cow-sized animals." The bones
were packed in 24" long PVC tubes specially engineered for
the trip with tethers for hauling through the Proctor Crawl.

Tuesday, July 3
A team went into Unknown Cave to survey the north leg
of Indian Avenue from Salts-Unknown Link. They surveyed
the upper level, they surveyed the lower level, and they closed
the loop.
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Wednesday, July 4
A team headed into Mammoth Cave to survey the newlydiscovered domepit, Firecracker Pit. The drop from the ledge
is 54 feet , and the overall height of the domepit is about 120
feet with a small waterfall. An adjoining dome is about 45 feet
high.
Some of the people in camp spent time mowing the fields
in the valley. Then they found a sinkhole and started moving
large rocks out of the way with a tractor and assorted chains.
We celebrated the Fourth with the traditional hamburgers
and hot dogs and a "hay less hayride." John Feil hooked up a
trailer behind hi s tractor and carried us in grand style across
the valley to look at the various digs and sinkholes.

Thursday, July 5
One party went out to survey and inventory Leash Cave
and inventory and field check Cadaverous Cave. 165 feet
long, Leash Cave is mainly a phreatic tube I 1/2 feet high and
2 feet wide. In Cadaverous Cave they found the bones of a
large animal, which showed some gnawing marks .
Monday's cave location team headed out agai n to look for
caves near White Oak Trail. They brought a park service chain
saw to clear the tree that had blocked the trail. But as on
Monday, they found on ly one of their four objectives-Double
Domes Cave.
Continued digging efforts in Hamilton Valley resu lted in a
small cave, about 30 long and 10 feet wide. The drain shows
promise, but requires further digging.

Friday, July 6
A team went into Long Cave to continue the paleo
inventory and to survey that last remaining lead.
During the week, John Feil and Dave West spent much of
their free time mowing the fields in the valley. On Friday,
catastrophe struck. Hanna Klausner, who had been sitting on
the porch, reported that she heard the tractor shut off and
someone cry out, "possi bly for help." Ed Klausner and Karen
Willmes jumped in Ed's jeep and rode down to check things
out. Dave was back on the tractor, and when asked what
happened, he said sorrowfully, "I mowed my hat."

Saturday, July 7
Everyone still in camp went to Dixon Cave to do
photography in support of the paleo project and begin the
survey of the lead at the terminal breakdown.
We had three park service volunteers participate in the
expedition, Kenna Brophey, Jenny Wurtz, and Liz Zenker. It's
been our experience that what the interns lack in caving
experience, they more than make up for in enthusiasm and
willingness.
Scott ran the expedition until he left on Monday, at which
point Dave and Karen took over. We want to thank Bob and
Janice Gulden , who cooked all of the meals (Janice even
figured out how to cook the country ham after soliciting advice
from the butcher at Houchen's and Magaline at the antiq ue
mall). Everyone helped out as needed, especially the few who
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we re st ill around at the close of cam p: Ed Kl a usner, Elizabeth
Mill er, Mona Co lburn, and Jeff Marts.

Participants
Long Cave - I ) Bob Osburn , Dick Maxey, C heryl Early,
Dusty Gulden ; 2) Bob O sburn , Bob Gulden , Jeff Marts; 3)
E lizabe th Winkler, C harl es Fox, Jani ce Tu cker; 4) Matt
Mezyd lo, Dean Wi sema n, Kare n Willmes ; 5) Dave West,
Elizabe th Mill e r, Mona Colburn, Jaso n Wal z, Dusty Gulden ;
Bluff Cave - Pat Kambes is, Jani ce Tu cker, M att Mezydlo,
Ke nna Brophey ; Cripple Creek Cave and Dogwood Cave Dav id West , Je ff Marts, Kare n Willmes, C harl es Fox ; Dixon
Cave - I) Rick Too mey, Du stin Gulden , Dave West, Ri ck
O lso n; 2) Ri ck Olson , Mon a Colburn, Gary Berdeaux , Dave
West, Kare n Willm es; White Oak Trail - 1) Dave West,
Elizabet h Zenker, Jen ny Wurt z; 2) Dave West, Elizabeth
Zenker, Je nn y Wurt z; Cathedral Domes - 1) Bob Osburn ,
G ary Resch, Roger McC lure, Dusty Gulden; 2) Pat Kambesis,
Gary Resch, Karen Willmes, Jeff M arts; Proctor Cave - Rick
Toomey, Mon a Co lbu rn , Ri ck Ol so n, Elizabeth Winkler, Jeff
Marts, Karen Willm es; Unknown Cave - Paul Hauc k, Richard
Youn g, Ga ry Resch, Jenn y Wurtz; Leash and Cadaverous
Caves - Ed Klau s ne r, Je ff Marts, Ke nna Brophey, Jason Walz ;
Hamilton Valley - Dave Wes t, John Feil, Dusty Gulden, Bob
G ulden , Kare n Willmes

How are living things that dwell
in a caves classified?
There are three categories of cave life:
Troglobite:

is a true cave-dwelling organism
that never leaves the cave

Troglophile: is an animal that can complete its
life cycle inside or outside the cave
Trogloxene: is an animal that might visit a cave
for a period of time, but must
always return to the outside to sustain itself

2001-2002 EXPEDITION CALENDAR
Before attending any expedition, you must contact the expedition leader as trip sizes may be limited. Failure to contact
the kader may prevent you from attending the expedition as the trip may be full.

MAMMOTH CAVE

CKKC - Roppel Cave, Kentucky

New Years, December 2X, 2UOI-January 2, 2()()2
1\ llil and Moni ca Cannall ey, 3 17 -R62-56 18,
Presidents Day, Fehruary 15-17, 2()()2,
Pat LlInbesis
St. Patricks Day, March 15-17, 20()2. Open

CALIFORNIA

April 19-21. 2()()2 . Mi c k S utton and Sue Ha ga n

1\ 11 F" , lcl"ll ()pcr;l1ioll s C RF mcmhers w h" ha ve 11 01 allendcd an
l':\pl'd ll llHl :-.all· I~· llrJcll laliull mu st dn so be fo re pal1i cipalin g in expedition
;U.: I I \ 'iIIC ,",
T hl ' s;lkt!, Prll'JltalHHl i:-. schl'duled at the bt;g itlnin g of' eac h
l'\llL' l l!llIlfl ;1!"l l'J" till' 1ll0r lllll t.: III l'Cli n:; . Thu Sl' WilD have attended om; sakt )'
\ lI"lCIl[;lllllll arc n ol req uired III P:1I1H.: ipal l' ill anothcr. New Jllc mhers should
;\1 rall )!L' III he ;11 IIll" L"X1'l"dili()1I ca rl y Cll llll[! 1l III al1L'lId Ihc llriciliali ll il. Thosc
\\"111' dll IIlH ;1I 1,'lId w ill IIlH hl" all ()wcd III parlicip;lIe ill expedilinn aclivilic s
Cn nl:l l'l l'\p t'd ,I IlHI k: ld tT for Ill (lrc dctail s ahou l thl' oril'ntation .

OZARKS
1'1c ;ISC

c o nt ;lct
SL"t1tt
Ho usc.
I"l)r L"; lvi ng in the O zark s.
limit L'd tll I () pcrSllll S.

As a result of the partnership between CRF and Central
Ke ntu c ky Karst Coalition (CKKC), CRF cavers are welcome
to participate in Roppel Cave Project trips . For more information on trip schedule contact Jim Borden at

CRF Sequoia & Kings Canyon
Annual Planning Meeting
January, 5, 2002, s ite to be announced, Mike Spiess,
559-434-3321,

HSS/CRF Hawaii Caving - Big Island
Contact Pat Kambes is, 309-762-3860,

China Caves Project - Guizhou Province
3 14-2X2 -324(1.
Fitt o n trips arc

Four-to-s ix-week trips are run every other year. Contact Ian
Baren, Project Coordin ator, 914-478-5133,
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CAVE BOOKS

Publications Affiliate of the Cave Research Foundation

Web site: http://www.cavebooks.com

ISBN: 0-939748

CAVE BOOKS publications
Identifies NEW publications
Bridgemon & Lindsely
Bullitt
Caste ret
Chevalier
Conn & Conn
Courbon et al.
Crowther et al.
Davidson & Bishop
DeJoly
Exley
Farr
Heslop
Lawrence & Brucker
McConnell
Moore & Sullivan
Northup et al.

Nymeyer
Palmer
Reames et al.

Sides
Steele
Watson , P.
Watson, R.
Watson, R. et al.

Faulkner

South China Caves
7.95 pb
Rambles in Mammoth Cave
5.95 pb
Ten Years Under the Earth
6.95 pb
Subterranean Climbers
6.95 pb
The Jewel Cave Adventure
8.95 pb
20.00 pb
Atlas: Great Caves of the World
12.50 pb
The Grand Kentucky Junction
3.00 pb
Wilderness Resources, MCNP
Memoirs of a Speleologist 10.95 hb, 6.95 pb
Caverns Measureless to Man
32.50 hb, 21 .50 pb
125.00 limited ed ,
37.95 hb
The Darkness Beckons (Revised)
4.25 pb
Revised edition supplement
10.00 pb
The Art of Caving
10.95 pb
The Caves Beyond
19.95 hb, 10.95 pb
Emergence, a novel
Speleology: Caves and the Cave Environment
21.95 hb, 15.95 pb
A Guide to Speleological Literature of the
English Language 1794-1996
34.95 hb, 24.95 pb
11 .95 pb
Carlsbad, Caves and a Camera
A Geological Guide to Mammoth
6.95 pb
Cave National Park
Deep Secrets: The Discovery and
Exploration of Lechuguilla Cave
32.95 hb, 24.95 pb
Guide to Surface Trails of
5.95 pb
Mammoth Cave National Park
10.95 pb
Yochib: The River Cave
Archeology of Mammoth Cave Area 24.95 pb
3.00 pb
Caving
CRF Origins and the First Twelve
12.00 pb
Years 1957-1968

CRF Personnel Manual

Wilmes, Karen

10.00 pb

MAPS
Carlsbad Caverns
Kaemper Map (ca . 1907) of Mammoth Cave
Lee Cave, Mammoth Cave National Park
Mammoth Cave Groundwater Basin Map (Quinlan)
Mammoth Cave Map Card
Mammoth Cave Poster Map
Mammoth Cave Poster Map (Collector's Edition)
Ogle Cave
Slaughter Canyon Cave, Carlsbad Caverns N.P.
8th International Congress Poster

SAN: 216-7220

2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
1.50
3.00
25 .00
1.50
1.50
2.00

Faust
Finkel
Finkel
Fletcher
George
George
George
George
Griffin
Halliday
Hill
Hill & Forti
Kerbo
Kurten
Kurten
Long
McClurg
McEachern &
Grady
Murray & Brucker
Noswat
Nowak
NSF
NSF
NSS
NSS
NSS
NSS
Padget
Palmer
Palmer
Poulin
Prosser & Grey
Rother, H. & C.
Siffre
Sloane
Speleo-Projects
Steward
Taylor

Borden

&Brucker

Brucker & R. Watson

Dasher
De Paepe

hb
pb
pb
pb
hb
pb
pb
pb
pb
pb
pb
pb
hb
pb
hb
hb
pb
pb
pb
pb
pb
pb
pb
pb
pb
pb
pb
pb
hb
pb
pb
hb
pb
pb
hb
hb
hb
pb
hb

Taylor

Dark Life

12.00 hb

The Vampire Bat
Shadow Hunters: The Nest
Gatherers of Tiger Cave
Prehistory of Salts Cave
Niagara, a novel
Under Plowman's Floor, a novel
Blue Crystal, a novel

10.00 hb

Watson, P.
Watson , R.
Watson , R.
Williams

24.95
9.95
19.95
7.95
19.95

ORDERING INFORMATION

The Moon by Whale Light
Cave Exploring
I Don't Play Golf

19.95 hb
pb
3.00
12.95 hb

Send Orders To:

Beyond Mammoth Cave
The Longest Cave (new edition)

26.95 pb

Email orders:

24.95 hb , 17.95
20.00
Photographier sous Terre
28.95
Of Caves and Shell Mounds
Adaptation and Natural
39.95
Selection in Caves
17.00
On Station
4.50
Gunpowder from Mammoth Cave

Callot, F.-M. & Y.
Carstens & P Watson
Culver et al.

The Prehistoric Native American
Art of Mud Glyph Cave
11 .95
Saltpetre Mining in Mammoth
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